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This Japanese Shinto book profiles each of the quoteSeven Luck Godsquoteimportant deities in Japanese
culture.The Seven Lucky Gods of Japan are a group of deities whose origins stem from Indian, Chinese, and

indigenous Japanese gods of fortune. Not all of the gods are mythical beings. One of them is an actual
historical person. Each of the seven gods has been recognized as a deity for more than a thousand years and
each has had its own large following of believers. Gradually, however, these gods were transformed from

remote and impersonal deities to warmer and more benevolent teleological patrons of those professions, arts,
and skills practiced by the Japanese.

The Seven Lucky Gods Shichi Fukujin are Benzaiten or Also known as Benten or Benzaitennyo she is the
goddess of everything that flows words and knowledge by extension speech eloquence and music. The

Shichifukujin or Seven Lucky Gods is an eclectic group each of whom has his or her own mythical story For
example you will get to know Hotei the Happy Buddha that you see in many Japanese restaurants. More

elaborate descriptions of the 7 Lucky Gods can be found here but as a quick recap here is a list of them that
includes what they symbolize and their origin. Japans nascent .

Japanese Gods

Every town and city of Japan have this 7 lucky gods tour. 7 In the East and in the West. Only 1 left. The
Seven Lucky Gods were first enshrined in the Muromachi Period and became popular in the Edo Period.

Originally they were seen separately. Perhaps a pilgrimage is a good excuse to get out of doors at New Years
when the weather is usually fine. She is the patroness of music the fine arts dancing acting visual and good
fortune in general and is often shown carrying a biwa lute or mandolin. illusration of the seven lucky gods of
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Japan. Follow an Edostyle path to good fortune in Meguro. Apr 24 2009. The goddess Benzai is the sole
female among the Seven Lucky Gods of Japan.
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